Annual Report 2017

1. COMPLETED ACTIVITIES

1.1. Publications, guidelines and consensus documents (please send PDFs of the mentioned publications for our files; thank you):


1.2. Presentations on behalf of the Study Group at scientific meetings:

- ECCMID 2017 Vienna, ESGMI, ESCMID Networking Corner Poster ENC020

1.3. Proposals for scientific & educational sessions at ECCMID:

@ ECCMID 2017 Vienna:
- ECCMID 2017 Vienna 2-hour Educational Workshop: Antimicrobial resistance in human mycoplasmas; Organizer(s): ESGMI (not selected)
- ECCMID 2017 Vienna Meet-the-Expert Session: Urogenital mycoplasma infections in neonates; Organizer(s): ESGMI (not selected)

1.4. Organization of scientific meetings and workshops outside ECCMID:

- None

1.5. Organization of educational activities outside ECCMID:

- None.
1.6. Research projects (especially collaborative projects):

- None

1.7. Other important activities:

- None

2. PLANNED ACTIVITIES

1. ESGMI is planning to apply for an ESCMID study group grant to fund an international study on the prevalence of macrolide resistance of *Mycoplasma genitalium*.

2. A multi-centre study for comparison of real-time PCR approaches to detect *Mycoplasma genitalium* is in preparation.

3. @ ECCMID 2018 Madrid:

   **Selected:**
   - ECCMID 2018 Madrid Symposium (1 hour) (Accepted): Antimicrobial resistance in sexually transmitted bacterial infections; co-arranged with: ESGMI - ESCMID SG for Mycoplasma Infections, ESGARS - ESCMID SG for Antimicrobial Resistance Surveillance
   - ECCMID 2018 Madrid Symposium (1 hour) (Accepted): New advances in the molecular detection of atypical agents of respiratory tract infections; co-arranged with: ESGMI - ESCMID SG for Mycoplasma Infections, ESGMD - ESCMID SG for Genomic and Molecular Diagnostics, ESGLI - ESCMID SG for Legionella Infections

   **Not selected:**
   - ECCMID 2018 Madrid Educational Workshop (2 hours) (Not Selected): Antimicrobial resistance in bacterial sexually transmitted infections; co-arranged with: ESGMI - ESCMID SG for Mycoplasma Infections
   - ECCMID 2018 Madrid Meet-the-Expert (Not Selected): Human mycoplasma diagnostics: Culture, Serology or Naat?; co-arranged with: ESGMI - ESCMID SG for Mycoplasma Infections
   - ECCMID 2018 Madrid Symposium (1 hour) (Not Selected): Ureaplasma in Pregnancy room for controversy?; co-arranged with: ESGMI - ESCMID SG for Mycoplasma Infections
   - ECCMID 2018 Madrid Symposium (2 hour) (Not Selected): Challenges and opportunities in the diagnosis of sexually transmitted diseases; co-arranged with: ESGMD - ESCMID SG for Genomic and Molecular Diagnostics, ESGMI - ESCMID SG for Mycoplasma Infections

4. ESGMI has contributed to the 2nd International Conference on One Health Antimicrobial Resistance (ICOHAR) program proposal coordinated by ESGVM. ESGMI has proposed to organize a session on antimicrobial resistance in veterinary and human mycoplasmas.

5. Propose an ESGMI session and Student travel grant support for the IOM 2018 - July 9-12, 2018 Portsmouth, New Hampshire USA. To be finalized during January 2018.
3. **ADMINISTRATION**

3.1. **Number of current members:**

36 SG members (as of end of December 2017)

3.2. **Agenda for General Assembly/Business Meeting:**

There are going to be at least 2 meetings this year:

1. ECCMID 2018 - Agenda will be circulated before ECCMID 2018.
2. IOM 2018 - July 9-12, 2018 Portsmouth, New Hampshire USA. Agenda will be discussed during ECCMID

4. **FINANCES**

4.1. **Revenues and expenses**

No expenses in 2017.

4.2. **Balance**

EUR 4,946.21 (as of end of December 2017)

December 2017

Ran Nir-Paz (Chair), Cécile Bébéar (Vice-chair), Roger Dumke (Secretary), Brad Spiller (Treasurer), for ESGMI